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This document describes an experimental graphic facility within APL. The terminals are 
~ssumed to be inexpensive timeshared graphic terminals equipped with an APL character set. We 
first describe functions in a ~rpahic workspace0 and then APL primitives for graphing. 

User Plottinq Functions - Woqkspace DRAW 

The following functions ace available as a group called SEE in the DRAW workspace: 

DRAW NOSCALE 
TEK CENTER 
ARDS SET 
TERMINAL INT 
ERASE VS 
SCALE DASH 
AXES 

DRAW produces a curve on the screen and determines where the curve is to appear. 

It imitates, at least partially, the APL/]60 PLOT function. PLOT produces point 
plots or histograms on the typewriter. Its general form is 

20 50 PLOT X VS Y 

¥5 is an APL function, combining the two vectors X and Y (oX = pY) into an array 
suitable for use in PLOT. The numbers in front have an effect somewhat like 
windowing - they determine the "size" of the plot, the number of lines and the number 
of characters in ea:h line. 

The corresponding ~raphic function is DRAW. It follows the general specification for 
PLOT. DRAW only plots one curve each time, in either two or three dimensions. It 
seems natural to let the left argument of DRAW specify a "window," a section of the 
screen on which the picture is to appear. It can use the function VS to combine 
arrays for plotting, or I by N, 2 by N, or 3 by N arrays can be used directly as the 
right argument. 

We need four numbers for a window, the coordinates of points A and B in inches from 
the lower left corner, as in the diagram, so DRAW can be preceded by a four-vector, 
literals or a variable. 

If the left argument to DRAW is a scalar, the window currently in effect applies; the 
value of the scalar is ignored. The initial default window is the largest square 
possible touching tie lower and right edges. 

DRAW can have a thicd argument on the right for three-dimensional plotting. Thus 

2 2 6 6 DRAW VX VS VY VS VZ 

plots the three velocity components VX, V~, and VZ in a window as shown: 
• _ ~  , ,i i ,, ,l 
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® 

We must have pVX = pVY = pVZ. VS is extended to allow 3-D arguments to DRAW. 
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The distances for the first arugment of DRAW are measured in inches from the lower 
left corner° After ~ DR~ the cursor goes to the ~ext writeable limeo DRAW does not 
erase the screens so it can be used to overplot curves~ 

SCALEr NOSCALE~ an~ CEmenTER determine the placement of the picture within the window. 

SCALE determines the use[ coordinates for the smallest and larges£ values the corners 
of the curEeI~t window° The general form is 

SC ALE A 

For a 2D plotq A is a fou~ vector~ the first two components are the maximum and 
minimum values of the horizontal variables and the next 2 of the vertical va~iable. 
For a 3D curve~ DA = 6 ; the last two components determine the scale for the thirds 
oL Z~ axis~ 

So for a 2D graph ~here the minim[is values are -1.5~ and the maximum 3~ for both 
variables~ ~e have 

SCALE I~ 5 3 I~ 5 3 

The default for SCALE is to scale the data to occupy the full windows finding the 
maxima and minima° 

NOSCALE returns to this default case after the use of SCALE. It has mo arguments. 

CENTER places the origin of the coordinate system is the center of the windowno a~d 
then scales to fit the windo~o It has no arguments. 

SCALEr NOSCALE~ and CENTER do not return a valse. 

ERASEu HOMEs and SEt control utility fumctions on the CRT screen. 

Screen control functions perform operations on the CRT~ as in these examples: 

ERASE - erases screens sets cursor at upper left corner 

HOSE - sets cuKsor at ~pper left corner 

3.5 SET 6~2 - the cursor is set to the position os the screen 
shown~ ~ith measurements in inches. 

~3 5' 

6.2" 

AXES draws axes =erresponding to the current scaling and windowing contentions. It 
has no arguments, and returns no val~e. 

DASH causes the next curve on!x to be dashed. 

IST establishes an interval° It is often ~seful i~ plotting to establish a wector of 
equally spaced ~al~so The f,~nction for this is INT, as is this eKample: 

k ~ I~T -~ ~ 100 

This function sets up a ~ector of ~00 equally spaced ~al~es bet~ee~-6 and ~ and 
assigns it to Ao~ 

ARDS~ TE~ and TERMINAL set the type of terminal in use. On initial release the APL 
Graphics facility supports three terminals: Tektronix ~002. Tektronix 4~I0, and &R~S 
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100o As these terminals have different graphic coding conventions~ it is n e c e s s a r y  
for APL to know whi~th is in ~se in order t o  dra~ cur~eso 

I{~ later versions of APL Graphic software terminal specification may use a system 
coF~ma'ndo However the initial syste~ e~ploys the following fL~,~ctions to set terminal 
type: 

ARDS - sets terminal as ARDS 
TEK ~002 - sets te[fminal as Tektronix ~002 
TEK 4010 ~- sets termir[al as Tektronix 4010 
TERRINAL - queries the user as to which terminal he is using~ and takes 

appropriate acti.o~o Inter{tied for use in graphics programs 
which do not suppose a highly k~owledgeabl, e graphics ~ser,o 

The default terminal if no terminal is selected is the Tektronix %~010~ 

Later Feat u~r es 

Eventually we will allow the user to define what graphic te[~minal he is usir~,g~. 
perhaps with a ~'~}TER8 ~ system co~mand,o Th.i.~s; affects both <:ode translation and, g},:aphic 
data. 

We will also allo~ the user to ~store ~ a pictt~re~ the actual graphic data~ this ~ay 
be done with a new data types ~graphi.c,.~ ~ 

We will later a.llo~ for the possibility of graphic inpt~t.~ throt~gh tablets light pens, 
joystick~ mouser et~o 

DRAW ~ay also event~lally be ca,lied upon to constr~ct fu[~cti.ons in the complex planer 
assuming that ~~co~piex ~ is defined as aa APL data type~0 

Unlm~![i.~ A_2~ Primitives £2£ ~[aphi:cs 

I~ ~ - Quad backspace zero 

This is the basic graphic output function° Its use is is the fork 

~--- A 

~or ASCII terminals incapable of drawing APL characters the expression ~$QO ~ cars be 
used 

The following are legal possibilities for xKA: 

1~ A = 2 N 
2D p, lo t t i~ng 

2 

= N , 

~o A = I against indices 

5~, A = N 

6,o A = 3 ~ L  
3D plotting 

33 7o A = N 

This leaves several ambiguous cases~ If pA = 2 3~ we interpret this as a 2D plot of 
3 poimtso If QA = 3 2~ we understand a 3D plot of 2 points~ If pA is 2 1 or 3 I~ 
a point is plotted~ If pA is 1 2# ol ~ I 3# 2 or 3 points are plotted° 

On imitial implementation cases 1~ 2~ 6~ and 7 are available° 

Scaling~ windowing= and the terminal currently in effect control the conversion of 
the arrays to graphic forms The graphic data is set to the te~mimal~ the first bytes 
of data set the graphic Lode and the last ret~r~ to character mode~ The screen is ~o~ 
erased by this operators 

This pri~iti~Ye ,is available and known %o the ~ser; the character ~ is legal~o 
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~sA 

If a s in~!e - number is assigned to ~, an ASCII control charcter is sent. The 
correspondence between integers and control characters is in ascending code order° 
Other As give a RANK E~ROao 

At a later time ~ will be used for inputs both for interrogating the terminal (as 
with the TEK ~010) ~nd for graphic input fro~ £ablets~ joystickss mouses~ etc~ 

- Quad backspace S 

memory inset - for controlling graphic conversions ~ transfers data entered with 
SETPOINT, SCALEs AND DRAW (window data) to the code for generating graphic darns We 
can do this with a command of the form: 

where S is a new APL primitives A is a scalar or vectors or a variable with scalar or 
vector values and ~ is an integer specifyiag the function as follows: 

C = I 

C = 2 

terminal type I = ARDSs 2 = Tek 4002, 3 = Tek ~4010 

"~ pA= 4 
for C = 2 

lower left window, x 
lower left windows Y, 
upper right window, x 
upper right window, y 

C = 3 scales sin x~ 
scale, ~.ax y | 

scale, sin y~ ( 
scale, max y 
scale, sin z ! 
szale, ~ax z i 

C = ~ so,point - x + y values= pA= 2 

pA= 4 or 6 

Z arguments are optional 

C = 5 Draw axes 

C = 6 Controls scaling. If A = I s use maximum scaling° 
If A = 2s use centered coordinates with maximum scaling~ 
If A = 3s return to previously set window° 

C = 7 Dash next curves 

C = 8 Erase szreen 

Higher values of C presently give a Value Errors some of them may be used for future 
extensions. For terminals without APL characterss $QS can be used. 

Examples: 

I. Changing the window 

2 2 2 4 4 

2. Scaling for coordinates, 2D plot 

S~ 3 3~ 7.1 4°I 6.3 

is a legal character, but it is expected that it wou.ld not normally be employed 
directly. 

T~e system is implemented in APL under the Universal Timesharing System for the Xerox Sigma 
7. Implementation details are available in a separate document° 
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